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By Joshua Clarke, September 1, 2022

Pre-tournament
- The main criticism was lack of exact description of what role Scoring Control's role was
- Possibly providing the Scoring Control Chair with the contact to R2IT (like Rich)

beforehand so a bit of communication could be had
- Many meetings were unnecessary and could have been emails
- Ensure the volunteer scheduling software shift times reflect the actual expected end time

of the tournament (We were planning to be done Sunday by 330pm due to CBS
coverage, then why did we have a 3:30-7 Sunday shift to be assigning volunteers?
Ultimately it was caught beforehand but added extra scheduling admin)

Tournament
- Location inside curling lounge
- Very comfortable as it was dry and air-conditioned
- Beside R2IT (scoring company of 3 people, Rich (co-owner), Mike, and Tyler)

Monday
- Not much to do for Scoring
- On site just checked everything out, walked course, checked setup, met with R2IT staff
- Monday night - we had a walking scorer training and was attended by Scoring Control.

Debatable whether Scoring Control was needed for this. Consensus was that Scoring
Control was not needed because it didn't mention more than a handful of Scoring
Control points

- The training walked through the Walking Scorer digital training

Tuesday
- Tuesday, absolutely nothing
- Make it clear that shuttle on the hour is only from airport hotel, not downtown hotel (that

is otherwise a "tournament hotel")

Wednesday - Pro am
- SC had 4 people per shift. This was a lot. 3 were all that really was required and 2 might

have managed
- WS were calling in net scores in addition to inputting in handheld
- When all the groups were out on the course, it was busy. It would have been preferable

to have two channels for these scores as the single channel got busy, with multiple
people calling in simultaneously

Common requests
- Water running low on X hole
- Lost something on previous hole
- Pro is late; group teeing off without them



- Need greater clarity as to whom to direct these inquiries
- Water would be grounds committee but they are not an operations channel like

we were
- Duplicate scoring processes

- Players not filling out scorecards with team net
- WS called in team net scores for each group and hole which are written down on

paper
- But the official scorer uses the physical scorecard (or was unclear on what

process to use) and checks against the software scores. She can edit the scores
based upon the physical scorecard. So really it's being based upon the physical
scorecards but if they're wrong…

- Need to have better communication on whose scores matter and by which
process the official scorer edits scores or compares scores

- Suggestion: if the WS are calling in the team nets to Scoring Control, why
isn’t that the master?

- It was a very long day. Groups didn't finish until after 8pm (5 hour rounds plus fog
delaying start)

Tournament - Thursday-Sunday
- Opening ceremonies easily attended by Scoring Control
- One LPGA radio for rules requests
- One Ops radio for sourcing requests
- One Walking Scorer radio handling check ins

Duties
- Transfer the digital scores entered by WS to paper as a backup
- Monitor rules requests on LPGA radio
- Source requests made from WS (by players) to Communications

Number of staff needed
- Maybe 2 per shift
- The Chairperson could easily act as a backup
- Plus the overall Scoring chair could be a further backup

Chairperson meetings
- Need to determine a quiet location before the tournament begins (probably Monday of

tournament week
- Consider a microphone since most of the Chairs were too soft-spoken to be heard

- If we can’t hear them, why are we all forced together?
- Instead, send an email with any issues


